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About This Game

The human powers-that-be called for the purification of mankind and the eradication of vampires and ‘deviants bloodlines’ -
those born of a mix of human and vampire. And so began massive purges of the deviants that were reminiscent of the 'witch

hunts' of centuries earlier. Leading the genocide was the exorcist corps the 'Gun Bullet Children'.

As the overwhelmingly large human armies began to obliterate every vampire and deviant community across the world, the
opposing deviant armies sought to gather allies and rally back. Ria File is a half-human, half-vampire girl fighting on the side of
the deviants as they embark upon a turnaround strategy, the 'Siege on the Holy Land'. Their plan: to lay siege upon the humans’

'Holy Land' and to destroy the Holy Lady Anhel who was the source of the human military power. This is a battle in which
defeat is an option for neither army.

Featuring an addictive dual-polarity gameplay system, this amazing vertical shmup is sure to please any shooter fan. The polarity
and color of your character can be changed to absorb enemy bullets of the same polarity while charging the special weapon in

the process and doing double damage to enemies of the opposite polarity. Every bullet absorbed charges your special weapon for
total destruction. With awesome music, beautiful art, and challenging stages, this game that put the eXceed series on the map

and has everything you would want from a shmup.

Key Features:

Dual-polarity gameplay system

8 frenetic stages
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Dynamic difficult balancing, depending on the player’s skill

Chain bonus scoring system

Cutscene-driven story-telling
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Very neat, I love the two color bullet system and how you can absorb bullets of the same color you are using at the time. Its got a
pretty dang awesome soundtrack to boot.. It's like Ikaruga with little girls. It's like a cross between Ikaruga and Touhou. Though
the dialogue isn't as well written as Touhou. If you're a fan of shmups and animu, you might want to pick it up!. You are
fighting for the survival of the vampire brethren. Against the church you and your friends must succeed. The polarity swapping
makes this game so much fun. The ability to charge a devistating powermove when matched with the enemies colors and ability
to do double damage to opposite colors. This alone makes the bullet patterns interesting and thorough. If you make it through
your match, you will feel accomplished and satisfied. The music is good, the sprites are great and the story is better. Oh this
game is extremely difficult with only keys, controller recommended.. best time waister ever. When touhou meets Ikaruga. Bullet
Hell Girls with polarity system. Much better than the 1st one.

7.5/10
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im colorblind but just mash c anyways. Kind of like Ikaruga, but definitely not as good. Decent though, probably better off
playing Ikaruga.. eXceed 2nd - Vampire REX is a remake of the game eXceed 2nd - Vampire and is (duh) the second game in
the series. It puts you in charge of guiding Ria File, a half-human, half-vampire, through the levels as the Church tries to take
her out. In this game, you'll go against the three characters of the last game (Tinata, Sowel, and Miyabi). This game is more
forgiving, because Ria has the power to absorb both colored bullets (blue and red) to charge up a special attack. Though the
game is easier than the first game, and possibly a little easier than the third, I haven't made it passed Stage 4. The game is a
bullet hell, I've never been good with bullet hells, but I love playing them. The music is oustanding and definitely should be
played while playing the game to get the most out of the intensity that is within this game just waiting to unleash. 5/5 from me..
nice try at cloning. the game is hard but character design is kawaii, and the trading card expensive. Bullet Hell.
Kind of fun. It's a decent example of the genre, I don't regret my purchase and I don't like bullet hell.
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